
SOLUTION SNAPSHOT

Solution:

• PROACTIS P2P for Purchase
Order and Invoice approval 

• P2P Expenses module

•

Benefits:

• Elimination of many manual
processes

•

The client

The challenge

Hampshire Trust Bank
Eliminating manual processes and gaining greater cost control with 
Touchstone Spend Management and PROACTIS
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C A S E  S T U D Y

Greater cost control

Uplift in Efficiencies

Formed in 1977, Hampshire Trust 
Bank (HTB) focuses on UK customers
specialising in Asset Finance, Property
Finance and Commercial Mortgages. 

The bank was acquired in May 2014 
and a new management team put in 
place, the aim being to deliver 
sustainable growth through its 
experienced and innovative specialists,
demanding service standards and the 
provision of a dependable, responsive,
best-in-class service.

The Finance team at HTB are responsible 
for supporting the end-to-end Purchase 
order and invoice approval processes 
across the bank. These processes were 
largely manual, with high volumes of 
purchase orders and invoices creating a 
labour intensive process for the Finance 
team. A lack of standardised system 
based �ling meant that paperwork could 

easily be lost, or require e�ort to locate
it. Manual scanning, record keeping and
Purchase Order referencing meant
the �nance team were often spending
excessive amounts of time on 
unnecessary manual tasks. Free text 
�elds produced incorrect data which 
would then require a manual check by
the �nance team before processing 
and requesting a manual approval. 

Procurement and Finance were using 
disparate systems, with no easy way 
to extract data from both systems to 
allow for reporting and accruals.
Additionally, many of these issues of 
manual processes were also being 
re�ected in the Expense claims 
process. 

A new solution was required that 
could streamline these processes, 
giving the �nance team more accurate
information, and more time to focus on
other areas of the business. 
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The

 

solution

PROACTIS P2P with expenses module 
was selected as the solution to meet 
HTB’s needs, with functionality to check 
against budgets held in PROACTIS. Part 
of the appeal of the PROACTIS solution 
was the expertise of Touchstone Spend 
Management (TSM) as the 
implementation partner. Faizal Danga 
reflects on the selection process  

 

“Following our vendor selection 
process we found PROACTIS as a 
solution was robust, user friendly and 
seamless in its processes. Whilst we 
looked at PROACTIS, a major factor that 
contributed to our selection of vendor 
was simply down to the fantastic, 
friendly and knowledgeable team at 
Touchstone Spend Management that 
led us through the process whilst 
ensuring our requirements were met 
and delivered to our standards.”

The standard, configurable PROACTIS P2P 
solution met HTB’s specifications with no 
additional development or cost. The solution is 
very flexible with great breadth of functionality 
to meet differing requirements. This flexibility of 
configuration makes for a future proof solution 
that is relatively simple to upgrade, as well as 
reducing the time taken for implementation.

Budgets and invoices are held in PROACTIS and 
are separate to the finance system; an 
in-house BI tool is used to quickly and 
easily extract and analyse data from 
PROACTIS as well as the finance system.

Invoices are stored in P2P. Using the 
document import gateway, electronic 
invoice images can be stored for easy 
retrieval and reference, saving time and 
effort finding individual invoices or 
receipts.

Previously, HTB had no centralised storage for 
invoices, they were stored at department level 
often in different systems, meaning time and 
effort to find individual invoices when required. 

With P2P, all invoice documents come into the 
one system and can be handled centrally by the 
finance team, easily requesting authorisation 
using simple workflows.

Authorisers receive a notification when an invoice 
requires authorisation approval and can check 
and confirm an invoice with two clicks, Windows 
authentication allowing access without the need 
to login to the system every time. 

These authorisation workflows were configured 
during the implementation project, and for HTB 
are defined by department to meet requirements.

The project delivery teams from both HTB and 
TSM worked very closely together, producing a 
project plan that allowed for changes without 
heavy disruption to the plan, as well as outlining 
and agreeing a realistic project budget and 
timescale. Regular project update calls meant 
that there was never an opportunity for tasks to 
slip or go unmanaged.
 
John Chapman, Programme Manager, 
Touchstone Spend Management 

 

 

 

The project was live after 4 months, and 
well within the planned timescale. Both 
organisations have a culture of focus on 
the project and deliverables and both 
teams attribute the success of this project 
to the strong and cohesive working 
relationship they had, working as one 
team with differing roles rather than 
supplier and client.

Faizal Danga, HTB 

The solution is now live and rolled 
out across all departments, managed 
centrally from the finance team with 
shared responsibility at department 
level. All purchase templates are pre-
configured and department centric. 
The benefits in efficiencies and cost 
control have been well recognised 
across the business. Faizal Danga 
comments, 
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“Both TSM and HTB were flexible in 
their approach to delivery. We put in 
place a plan and agreed it could be 
amended without the need for large 
overheads in project documentation. 
Importantly, there was a realistic 
project budget and we had a good 
working relationship with HTB.”

“It was vital that the project was 
delivered with a strong collaboration 
from both HTB and TSM. During the 
project lifecycle, we were in firm belief 
that we were a single team delivering a 
great solution. Project Management, 

Consultancy and Support were 
committed, and we felt it. 
Touchstone were diligent and 
focussed on the job at hand, 
whilst we faced some technical 
challenges, the team were agile 
and dynamic in adapting to these 
challenges. The project was 
delivered ahead of plan and on 
budget. We are very pleased.” 

”As the banking world moves towards
a new generation of banking, HTB 
have maximised on the opportunity to
digitise processes through new 
solutions that support our vision to 
better manage our needs for greater 
cost control management.”

Faizal Danga, Project Manager, Hampshire 
Trust Bank, comments,

“We have had PROACTIS live for 
over a month, and feedback has 
been positive across the business 
as we embed PROACTIS into our 
day to day lives. We have seen an 
uplift in efficiencies across a 
number of processes, eliminating 
large manual intervention with 
evidently greater cost control 
across the modules we chose”


